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0. Written evidence submitted by ADA (Association of Drainage Authorities)
0.1. Established in 1937, ADA is the membership organisation for drainage, water level and flood
risk management authorities throughout the UK. Today ADA represents over 230 members
nationally, including internal drainage boards (IDBs), regional flood & coastal committees
(RFCCs), local authorities and national agencies, as well our Associate Members who are
contractors, consultants and suppliers to the industry.
0.2. ADA’s purpose is to champion and campaign for the sustainable delivery of water level
management, offering guidance, advice and support to our members across the UK, and
informing the public about our members’ essential work.
0.3. ADA’s response focuses on increasing flood resilience around Britain’s lowland coasts, including
tidal rivers and estuaries. Such resilience relates not only to the construction and maintenance
of the defences themselves, but to the infrastructure, agriculture, environment, and
communities within those areas at risk of coastal flooding.
0.4. Executive summary of key points
 Greater understanding of the consequential losses caused by coastal flooding is needed.
 It is not just about building higher defences in lowland coastal areas, but building and
maintaining defences more resilient to overtopping to prevent breaches that can put life and
property at greater risk.
 Planning for a resilient coastline should always consider the foreshore and the restoration of
intertidal habitat, which can lessen the impact on primary defences.
 Regulatory costs for restoring and preserving intertidal habitat should be reduced.
 Critical infrastructure (e.g. pumping stations) within rural coastal areas should be made resilient
to occasional overtopping events, where overtopping is likely or planned for.
 More work is needed to facilitate partnership working between Risk Management Authorities
(RMAs) and community groups to cost effectively maintain and build coastal flood defences.
 Greater use of geophysical monitoring techniques, could enable more targeted preventative
maintenance of sea walls/embankments.
 The valuation of agricultural land and production attributed to the benefits of FCERM schemes
should be reappraised.
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Consideration should be given for separating funding and benefits apportioned to schemes
tackling coastal flooding from other forms of flooding.
A mechanism to effectively harness greater private investment in flood and coastal risk
management infrastructure, such as a Green Infrastructure Bank, is needed in England.
Future Environmental Land Management (ELM) schemes should incorporate annual payments
for farmers in return for FCERM services, such as washlands/flood storage areas, through
management agreements.
Investment in FCERM schemes creating economic growth, and FCERM research and innovation
must remain accessible to RMAs and UK research institutions following a future UK exit from the
European Union.
Sufficient time and effort must be made to engaging, and build relationships, with communities
facing coastal flooding/change. Especially where a local partnership approach is needed to
deliver an agreed FCERM scheme.
Consideration should be given to funding saltmarsh habitat creation where there is local
opportunity and willingness, regardless of the local requirements, if it can contribute to the total
national requirement for intertidal habitat owing to coastal squeeze.

1. What are the risks and consequences of Coastal Flooding?
1.1. The risk of a large-scale coastal flood impacting the East coast of England is included in the UK’s
National Risk Register, and considered as one of the UK’s highest priority risks1.
1.2. The storm surge of 1953 is widely recognised as Britain’s worst natural disaster of the 20th
Century, 307 people were killed in Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex, as were 1,836 in the
Netherlands. In total in the UK, over 1,600km of coastline was damaged, sea walls were
breached in 1,200 places, 65,000 ha were inundated, 30,000 people were evacuated and 24,000
properties were seriously damaged. The financial cost of the damage was estimated as £50
million at 1953 prices, approximately £1.3 billion at 2018 prices.
1.3. The storm surge of 5 December 2013 caused damage all along the length of England’s East
Coast, as well as in North Wales, in total an estimated 1,400 homes were flooded. However, the
favourable winds and lack of persistent rain, as well as improvements to lowland coastal
defences that followed the 1953 event, narrowly avoided even more significant losses to
communities and infrastructure. However, it underlined the need to have a cohesive strategy to
manage and maintain our coastline, and accurately value those areas at risk.
Case study 1: Humber Estuary, 5 December 2013
1.4. The surge was the highest on record in the Humber Estuary and it led to the flooding of
approximately 1,100 properties and 7,000ha of agricultural land on both banks.
1.5. Direct damages were estimated to have exceeded £100 million, yet despite this scale of impact
the event can be considered a ‘near miss’ by virtue of the fact that more than 100,000 homes in
Hull, Goole, and Grimsby were not inundated, nor electricity generation at inland power stations
affected.
1.6. The Environment Agency has modelled future overtopping scenarios as part of the Updated
Humber Flood Risk Management Strategy, and they predict a similar, if not slightly larger surge,
is likely to occur at least once within the next 50 years. That is given the effects of predicted sea
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level rise of almost 0.3m. Modelling of such an event has indicated that in excess of £10 billion
of direct damages to residential properties, businesses, industry and agriculture could occur.
1.7. Consequential damages could nearly double this value, which would represent a major loss to
the nation and significant economic flood shock, exceeding the Humber’s economic
productivity2.
Understanding the types and scale of consequences
1.8. Whilst the Environment Agency has established a strong understanding of the direct impacts
and losses associated with coastal flooding, there remain gaps associated with damage to the
environment including agriculture, such as the impacts of prolonged salt water inundation, or
the impacts of the release and diffusion of pollutants and other dangerous materials by
floodwater.
1.9. Our understanding of indirect losses is growing, but under developed, when considering
business continuity, damage to transport networks and utilities. Risk managers struggle to put
an accurate value on the wider impact to those reliant upon these services for work and life,
and should be looking to engage infrastructure service providers more closely in understanding
these risks better.
1.10. However, our weakest understanding is in terms of consequential losses. Awareness is
steadily growing of the chronic social or psychological impacts of flooding3, which include stress,
anxiety and depression. But these impacts remain amongst the most challenging features to
measure and quantify4. Furthermore, it is difficult to quantify the undesirability for a business to
invest in an area following a major flood event, with major corporations deciding to invest
elsewhere overseas, or downscale factories/business operations in an area, with jobs and
people moving away, and contributing to the decline of some coastal communities.

2. What progress has been made to implement coastal erosion and flooding
adaption measures, and how much more still needs to be done?
2.1. It is not unreasonable to suggest that collectively we have completed many of the ‘easy’
projects around our coast, and are now entering the realms of the harder to achieve schemes
that require a broader range of funding and adaptation approaches.
2.2. As such we cannot simply rely on building higher, more resistant, defences everywhere around
our lowland coasts to meet sea level rise. Instead we will need a smarter, targeted approach.
Defending principle areas, such as cities, towns, industry, power stations and other critical
infrastructure, whilst maintaining suitably resilient defences in more rural areas.
More resilient rural coastal defences
2.3. In more rural areas, grass covered sea banks or dikes are well known as vital engineered
structures for the defence of our flat coastal areas, such as around the Wash, along the Severn
and Humber Estuaries, around the Solent, the Pevensey Levels in Sussex, the North Kent
Marshes and a significant part of the Essex coast.
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2.4. Following the 1953 floods in the Netherlands, studies determined that many of the breaches of
the dikes were caused by overtopping. The failure mostly started on the landward part of the
structures as water washed over them, quickly eroding weak spots. All dikes back then were
constructed with a relative low crest and a steep landward slope, and many British sea banks,
especially in rural areas, still retain this profile. Failures of sea banks during the 2013 storm
surge event on the East Coast again demonstrate that a steep landward slope were a significant
contributory factor to breaches, along with bank vegetation and voids, such as those created by
burrowing animals.
2.5. Consideration should be given to more resilient sea bank solutions5. Adapting existing defences
so that they can accommodate overtopping during a tidal surge without being breached. In
essence this means that whilst defences may not always be substantially higher, they will be
broader, shallower in profile, and maintained to a consistent height and standard. Such an
approach would mean agricultural areas becoming inundated in some future events, but
crucially not in a way that is dangerous to life or for prolonged periods as can occur during a
breach.

Figure 1: Distribution of sea walls/dikes in England6

Restoring foreshore habitat for flood resilience
2.6. Planning for a resilient coastline must not start at a primary defence, but should always
consider the foreshore. Saltmarsh can take energy out of surge tides lessoning its impact on
primary defences, reducing associated maintenance costs. Research by the University of
Cambridge7, in a large scale laboratory experiment, showed that over a distance of 40 metres,
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saltmarsh reduced the height of large waves in deep water by 18%. Wherever possible we
should be looking to create habitat on seaward side of defences, rather than take a reductive
approach. This requires appropriate saltmarsh management, with measures to help facilitate
and supplement natural accretion and stabilisation. A recent publication by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers looked at world leading examples of ‘Engineering with Nature’ from the USA,
Netherland, New Zealand, Belgium, and the UK8.
2.7. To achieve this we need to move beyond a precautionist approach by regulatory authorities, to
seek and facilitate low cost, community led, natural flood defence projects on our estuarine
coasts. It is disappointing that a recent report by the Marine Management Organisation (MMO)
into potential intertidal habitat creation opportunities has identified very limited opportunities
in Norfolk and Suffolk, despite significant local evidence to the contrary. We need streamlined
and agreed approaches with Natural England, the Marine Management Organisation, and the
Environment Agency to reduce the bureaucracy and regulatory costs related to European
Habitats and Birds Directives and their associated domestic legislation. To be clear, this is
fundamentally not a concern with these directives but their domestic application and regulatory
interpretation in England. We would also caution against a ‘full cost recovery’ approach to
licencing associated with natural flood management approaches on our coast.
Case study 2: Waldringfield flood defence and saltmarsh restoration project, Suffolk
2.8. After the community of Waldringfield, on the Deben Estuary, flooded in the 2013 tidal surge,
residents and local business developed a business case to attract Coastal Communities Funding
alongside a range of other smaller funding pots. They raised over £750,000 to contribute to an
Environment Agency led flood defence scheme for the majority of the village, and also funded a
rural flood bank that could be safely overtopped during a future tidal surge, whilst, at the same
time, maintaining a local estuarine footpath valued by the local community and economy.
Behind the defences the local East Suffolk IDB has created a new freshwater wetland that has
become a ‘destination’ in its own right.
2.9. During the scheme’s development local residents became interested in the demise of their
saltmarshes, which are a SSSI in unfavourable condition. The IDB offered a restoration solution
and helped demonstrate that they were an important natural flood defence and should form
part of the new resilient coastal defence solution. The Coastal Communities Fund provided a
further £70,000, enabling over 1km of polderwork brushwood to be installed within the
saltmarshes. This has slowed erosion, promoted siltation, and through research has been
demonstrated to have created new habitat for key fish species.
2.10. The saltmarsh work has been subject to significant scrutiny as there was a need for a licence
from the MMO. There is concern that the licencing costs were disproportionate to the value of,
and risks posed by, the project, costing £2,200 for £70,000 of work. Such punitive licencing and
regulatory costs are disincentivising community flood defence projects, and saltmarsh
restoration elsewhere along Norfolk and Suffolk estuaries.
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Figure 2: Polder brushwood helping to slow erosion and promote siltation as part of East Suffolk IDB’s
work on the Waldringfield flood defence and saltmarsh restoration project.

Resilient infrastructure
2.11. Across England’s lowlands we have a legacy of hundreds of pumping stations originally
constructed to drain agricultural land, but that now serve a wider flood and water level
management purpose as well. Internal drainage boards that operate these stations are looking
at how to refurbish and replace these stations as they approach the end of their functional
lives. Consideration is being given to rationalising the number of stations, where two or more
adjacent pumping stations can be linked and replaced with a single new pumping station
instead9. Similarly the needs for eel and fish migration must be considered alongside new, more
efficient pump technology, reducing electricity, and therefore carbon, use.
2.12. If we are to move towards a more resilient coastline in some rural areas, with defences that
occasionally overtop, it is important that these pumping stations incorporate resilience to
future overtopping, and are designed to evacuate floodwaters following a tidal surge. Such
washlands and flood storage areas exist along major rivers in Europe and the approach could be
adapted to some estuarine coastal areas, such as around the Humber Estuary.
Case Study 3: Kirton & Wyberton Marsh Pumping Stations Resilience Schemes, Lincolnshire
2.13. Following Exercise Watermark10, Black Sluice IDB undertook to look at the resilience of these
two pumping stations situated on the tidal bank that discharge directly into The Haven, Boston.
The stations’ catchments collectively serve an area of 2,756 Ha, including an industrial estate
and residential areas and hamlets to the south of Boston.
2.14. As a result of this investigation it was found that in the event of a tidal breach of the primary
sea bank within the vicinity of both pumping stations the flood water would effectively fill the
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area between the first and secondary sea bank holding this water at a level of +4.850m O.D.N.
(lowest point of secondary defence). If this was the case then the pumping station would be
inundated with flood water submerging both the electric motors and the control cabinets which were at floor level of +3.500m O.D.N.
2.15. These would need to be replaced, effectively decommission the pumping station for an
extended period before it could be restored to any level of operational capacity (estimate three
to six months). If the station and pumps were to remain out of action over a lengthy period then
any significant rainfall event may cause a secondary fluvial flooding event throughout the
catchment including homes not initially affected by the original tidal event.
2.16. As a result the IDB raised the control cabinets and electric motors within both stations an
additional 1.3 metres above the level of the secondary sea bank. Non-return valves were also
fitted preventing reverse flow through the pipework in the event of a high tide reaching these
heights.
2.17. On the 5 December 2013, the refurbished pumping station at Wyberton Marsh was put to
the test, as a breach in the coastal embankment at Slippery Gowt, resulted in ~200 million litres
entering the catchment. The non-return valves and raised electrical cabinets ensured the station
was quickly returned to operation following the event, illustrating the role for IDBs to build and
maintain their assets and systems in accordance with changing needs11.

Figure 3: Inside Wyberton Marsh Pumping Station showing the three electrical pump motors before (left)
and after (right) refurbishment for flood resilience.

Resilience through maintenance
2.18. ADA has been working with the Environment Agency, internal drainage boards and local
authorities across England to encourage closer partnerships in flood and water level
management. The aim is to achieve better and more efficient working practices that utilise local
skills and expertise. Public Sector Cooperation Agreements (PSCAs) between these Risk
Management Authorities have predominantly assisted with the efficient and timely
maintenance of watercourses and fluvial assets.
2.19. However, there is currently a lack of clear process to facilitate other RMAs, particularly IDBs,
to undertake maintenance works on coastal defences managed by the Environment Agency.
The process should be made easier for powers to be transferred from one authority to another
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under section 13, Flood & Water Management Act 2010 for coastal flood risk management
works.
2.20. ADA also sees the value in close engagement between the Environment Agency and
local/landowner groups. Our Associate Members, the Essex Coastal Organisation12, facilitates
such an approach with local landowners who undertake small-scale timely repairs to coastal
flood embankments along the Essex coast in order to avoid breaches and more expensive and
potentially unaffordable interventions. Such actions by local landowners/groups should be
facilitated and guided to recognise the value for money achieved and to share best practice.

Figure 4: Patching repair to a coastal flood defence, in an otherwise good condition, on the Essex coast.
Typical of the type and scale of works undertaken by members of the Essex Coastal Organisation.

2.21. Greater use of geophysical monitoring techniques, could enable a move to more targeted
preventative maintenance of sea walls/embankments. Currently investigations mainly rely on
existing documentation, visual inspection, and drilling and sampling. Geophysical techniques,
which are applied non-destructively from the surface, have the potential to cover the gaps
between sampling points and to enhance the reliability of subsurface information13.

3. Is the application and approvals process for coastal erosion and flooding
adaption measures working effectively? If not, how could it be improved?
3.1. ADA has interpreted this question as relating to the Flood Defence Grant in Aid
(FDGiA)/Partnership Funding arrangements for flood and coastal erosion risk management
(FCERM) schemes in England. Project assessment and approval is undertaken by the
Environment Agency and all schemes supported by partnership funding need to meet specified
criteria14, and as with all public funding, demonstrate that in present value terms the expected
whole-life benefits exceed the whole-life costs of the scheme.
3.2. If coastal flood defence schemes need to rely more on a partnership funding element in the
future it must come with more flexibility on the timing and availability of funds. Complex
12
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partnership funded projects may have multiple funding streams for differing amounts and with
differing application procedures and timescales. The 6 year FDGiA programme cycle may need
to consider how best to accommodate longer timescales for some projects in order to give
certainty and confidence to funders and allow time for project funding pots to grow.
Accurately valuing the benefits of agricultural land and production
3.3. ADA members are concerned that the FDGiA process, and the way in which benefits criteria are
assessed, undervalues productive agricultural land. This is significant for lowland coastal areas
given their substantial contribution to the agricultural food production and processing
industries in the UK. This is especially important, in light of impending changes to agricultural
subsidy across the UK that have been proposed by Defra Ministers, which will have a bearing on
the discount values that are applied in relation to Common Agricultural Policy payments.
Attributing benefits to FCERM schemes
3.4. A key challenge for many rural FCERM schemes, especially those where communities face flood
risk from multiple sources of flooding (tidal, fluvial, pluvial, groundwater etc), where two or
more FCERM schemes potentially benefit the same beneficiaries is deciding how such benefits
should be shared between each scheme, and how different benefits are prioritised. At the
moment there is a strong national target for 300,000 homes to be better protected by new
flood defence schemes. As such identifying property benefits (Outcome Measure 2) in a scheme
are critical to meeting the Government’s target. However, if property benefits are taken by one
project it can leave another adjacent scheme without such benefits. Ensuring we do not ‘silo’
our approaches to flood and coastal risk based on a single RMA’s targets is key to being able to
deliver more sustainable outcomes at landscape scale and ensuring we do more for less with
the fund available.
3.5. An equitable basis for decision making around benefits apportionment for FDGiA funded
schemes is needed that has the shared confidence of all RMAs. There is an argument for
separating funding and benefits associated with coastal flooding from other forms of flooding
(fluvial/pluvial/groundwater).

4. Is adequate funding available to counter coastal erosion and build and
maintain coastal defences?
4.1. It is important that in light of our changing climate, and legacy of ageing coastal defences and
lowland pumping stations we continue to grow our national investment in FCERM for the
foreseeable future. This is not only in terms of funding higher profile capital projects, but also in
the maintenance of FCERM assets and systems. However, efficiencies and cost savings can and
should continue to be found in how we approach the procurement and management of works
to realise best value for money and access to the best technical expertise.
Delivering the work
4.2. For low risk projects regardless of cost/value the ability for the appropriate RMA to undertake
work at a low cost is critical to maximise the funds available from local partners and
communities. Not-for-profit approaches need to be explored. Whilst the Environment Agency’s
current and future Water and Environment Management (WEM) Framework contractors are
the appropriate choice for complex engineering projects - there is scope to allow more local
operatives to undertake less challenging projects and make cost-savings for local partners and
communities.
9

4.3. The value of an FCERM scheme should not be a driver for involving large contractors if the work
is relatively simple but over a large area or long timescales.
4.4. Equally there may need to be consideration given to the sharing of powers and permitted
development rights that is not linked to project costs. Through PSCAs RMAs can all share their
resources and transfer powers but internal financial stipulations may restrict the financial value
of work that can be shared through this route and therefore reduce opportunities for costsavings and in some cases limit the potential of some projects to proceed where local
partnership funding is the majority element of the scheme.
Investment opportunities
4.5. Whilst the Partnership Funding model established for FCERM in 2010 aimed to increase private
investment, it has struggled to realise a substantial upturn in contributions with the exception
of a few standout schemes such as Pfizer’s ~£6 million investment towards the Sandwich Town
Tidal Defences Scheme. ADA is interested in how the UK could facilitate private investment in
critical infrastructure from investors seeking a secure longer term return, such as pension funds.
There is an argument for considering the development of a new Green Infrastructure Bank for
public authorities.
Case study 4: The Nederlandse Waterschapsbank (NWB Bank)
4.6. The Netherlands Water Board Bank is a specialist financial institution that is owned by, and
provides funding for, water boards and local government organisations in the Netherlands.
Although a registered bank, it only lends to Dutch government entities and does not provide any
services to individuals or companies15.
4.7. Starting in the 1950s the water board union regularly lent money to the individual Water
Boards. However, the union was not well equipped to handle the banking and lending activities
and so in 1952 it decided to set up a separate water board bank to handle this task. The main
aim was to provide the cheapest possible source of funding for the government entities.
4.8. The disaster caused by the North Sea flood of 1953 sped up the development of the bank and on
May 5, 1954 the bank was established as Limited company by the then 142 water boards of the
Netherlands.
4.9. The bank is wholly owned by a diverse set of Dutch government entities and only the Dutch state
and local entities may be shareholders in the bank. Based on 2013 data, 81% is held by the
Dutch water boards, 17% by the Dutch government and 2% by the provinces.[1]
4.10. The bank raises funds on the international money and capital markets on the basis of a very
strong balance sheet and high credit rating. The NWB Bank has a Triple A rating from Moody's
and Standard & Poor's and was placed sixth in the Global Finance's worlds 50 safest banks in
201816.
Agriculture’s contribution
4.11. With future changes likely to the current arrangements for farm payments and subsidies,
ADA sees a critical opportunity to enable farmers to receive annual payments in return for
FCERM services through management agreements. These agreements could include where
farmers are willing to enter into arrangements to make their land available for flood water
storage, on the basis of the public service this would provide to surrounding communities and
15
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infrastructure. This could be useful in areas around our tidal rivers and estuaries where a ‘Room
for the surge’ approach could be taken, drawing inspiration from the Netherlands’ ‘Room for
the River’ programme17. A report for the Scottish Government in 2012 covered a range of
potential approaches18.
4.12. Similarly ensuring tax relief is available for in kind contributions, as well as financial
contributions to schemes, such as where farmers make land available for the construction of
new flood defences could help incentivise greater cooperation from local landowners.
4.13. Finally, in some rural lowland coastal areas a greater role for existing or new IDBs seeking
contributions from the agricultural land occupiers and local authorities for investment in coastal
defence. In Germany, Deichverbänden (Dike Associations) have a long history in Lower Saxony
tasked with preserving ~650km of coastal dikes and major river levees inland. The first coastal
protection associations date from the 12th/13th Century.
Securing investment post-Brexit
4.14. Local coastal flood defence projects involving IDBs have recently been successful at
accessing European funding for projects contributing towards local economic growth, which
could not raise sufficient funding through existing FDGiA criteria. Similarly, research and
development in FCERM within the UK has benefited greatly from Interreg and equivalent
European Union research funding programmes. Such important investment in FCERM schemes
and research must remain accessible to RMAs and UK research institutions following a future
UK exit from the European Union.
Case study 5: Wrangle Sea Banks, Lincolnshire
4.15. The storm tidal surge on 6 December 2013 breached coastal defences in two locations on The
Wash shoreline and this galvanised the local rural community to push for action in an area
previously identified by the Environment Agency’s Wash Banks Performance Review (2012) as
being at high risk. A landowner led lobby group The Wash Frontagers, urged for action. As a
result, Witham Fourth District IDB led a project partnership that raised and re-profiled 5.8km of
sea defences for just £1.95 million. The project put £1.3 million from FDGiA, with £0.45 million
from the European Regional Development Fund and £200,000 of in-kind contributions from local
landowners in order to deliver the scheme.
4.16. Completed in December 2018, the scheme has improved protection for 438 properties and
3,400 hectares of prime farmland. In addition, the project enabled at least 10 hectares of
habitat creation behind the sea banks including grassland and semi-wetland habitats. It was a
sensitive project, as the area sits alongside The Wash Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
the spoil for the bank was donated in-kind by the local rural community giving up to 20 hectares
of farmland, the fundamental component of the project. The completed bank will form part of
the National Coastal Path from 2020. The new sea bank has been designed with resilience and
maintenance in mind, incorporating a larger soak dike, access berm for maintenance, and a
shallow bank profile with a one in three gradient.
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Figure 5: Photograph, map, and isometric view of Wrangle Sea Banks re-profiling (Ryan Dixon, 2018)

5. Is there a transparent process, criteria and timeframe for determining
when to support or withdraw from coastal erosion and flooding adaptation
measures, and does the process inspire public confidence in decisionmaking?
5.1. There is a need to ensure communities are better engaged in conversations and planning
around long term plans and consequences associated with coastal change and flooding. It takes
several years to build trust with communities and businesses so that they can take part in
complex partnership funded solutions. A high level of up front engagement is needed to get

12

schemes that have broad local support, particularly when delivering adaptive options as there is
often a significant mind-set change needed.
5.2. Building trust also helps to lever in funding solutions and local contributions. However, this
development phase of projects is not easy to fund, as it is effectively ‘speculating’- through a
partnership officer’s time to see if a project can be developed and if funding will become
available. As such the costs of such work are difficult to meet through a project-based route and
have to be invested in by the relevant RMA. Costs can be recovered at outline business case
stage but there are significant risks for smaller RMAs in funding posts upfront to develop
projects if some are not able to progress.
5.3. The Anglian Northern RFCC has recently invested in a Grant Applications Manager to support
smaller RMAs applying for FDGiA. Similar support and upfront contributions can help smaller
RMAs deliver coastal schemes, and these can in turn realise substantial in kind contributions
from local landowners and businesses, which may not be forthcoming to national agencies.
Integrated intertidal habitat creation
5.4. If we are to deal with climate change and adaptation we also need a national approach to
intertidal habitat creation and restoration, in order to mitigate for coastal squeeze, and meet
the objective of biodiversity net gain. Such an approach needs to be accessible to all parts of
our lowland coast, and open to a range of delivery bodies wishing to incorporate intertidal
habitat in flood defence whenever opportunities arise that have local landowner support.
5.5. Current practice has created large, heavily engineered, ‘supersites’, such as at: Wallasea, Essex;
Steart, Somerset; and Medmerry, West Sussex. These have delivered landscape scale change,
but at a substantial cost to the taxpayer. This can be justified on the scale of intertidal habitat
created, but limits the opportunity to integrate intertidal habitat to larger scale coastal defence
schemes.
Case study 6: Benacre and Kessingland Flood Risk Management Scheme, Suffolk
5.6. This is a potential 100ha managed realignment and flood defence scheme to protect
Kessingland and the A12 trunk road. A community led partnership is working with East Suffolk
IDB to manage delivery through a Public Sector Cooperation Agreement (PSCA) with the local
Waveney Lower Yare & Lothingland IDB.
5.7. The partnership has worked hard with the landowning family to allow the realignment of 100ha
of grazing marshes and set the coast back to a more sustainable position inland, given its risk
from coastal erosion19. New inland defences will provide higher standards of protection and new
intertidal areas will afford some natural flood protection whilst creating new habitats and
tourism opportunities. Further research is needed to enable saltmarsh creation schemes like this
to calculate the economic benefit provided by the ecosystem services they provide, such as
carbon sequestration.
5.8. There is an outcome measure for creating intertidal habitats that attracts £50k/ha for coastal
flood defence schemes. This would mean that the Benacre scheme would generate up to £5
million of Flood Defence Grant in Aid, making it entirely viable given that this is almost half the
capital cost.
5.9. However, as the Suffolk Shoreline Management Plan has not identified a requirement to create
any new saltmarsh habitat in the next epoch, the partners have been advised that the scheme is
19

See images, Eroding coast in East Anglia over 20 years, The Independent
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/coastal-erosion-photos-images-britain-coastlineclimate-change-a8840651.html
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not eligible for this outcome measure. Instead the Environment Agency and Natural England
officers are working hard to attract an alternative, smaller amount of funding associated with
helping to meet the Biodiversity 2020 targets.
5.10. This poses the question whether our national need for saltmarsh habitat creation can be
‘offset’ in locations, such as in Suffolk, where there is local opportunity and willingness,
regardless of the local requirements. Especially, given the recognised costs and difficulties
creating such habitat in many locations around Britain’s coast.

Figure 6: Map showing the Kessingland levels and location of the Benacre Pumping Station and A12 road.
Photograph shows approximate alignment (blue line) of a proposed new primary sea defence enabling
the creation of 100ha of intertidal habitat. (Eastern IDBs, Water Management Aliance)
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